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ABSTRACT
Assfoura, Hanan. M.S. Civil Engineering. The University of Memphis. May/ 2013.
Design of Steel Frames Using an Application Programming Interface with Ant Colony
Optimization. Charles Camp, Ph.D.
The goal of this study is to integrate an optimization code with an analysis and
design software through its application programming interface (API). Ant colony
optimization (ACO) is the optimization procedure being used and the analysis software is
SAP2000.The SAP2000 API provides a bridge between ACO code written in Visual
Basic 2005 and a steel frame structure modeled in SAP2000. In structure design, the
ACO objective function is to minimize the weight of the structure subjected to strength
and displacement constraints. The violation of the constraints will be represented by a
penalty function which will be enforced on the structural weight. Ordinary moment
resisting frames are designed under normal conditions and progressive collapse
conditions. All the design requirements conform to the American Institute of Steel
Construction Load and Resistance Factor Design (AISC-LRFD) Specification. The frame
sections are selected from the standard database of AISC W-shapes subjected to some
fabrication limitations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Many heuristic optimization procedures have been developed during the last
decade and many of them have been applied to structural design problems with good
results. One of the most popular procedures is ant colony optimization (ACO) which was
developed by Dorigo (1992) and Dorigo (1991a, 1991b, 1992, 1996). ACO has proven to
be highly efficient in truss and frame design problems (Camp and Bichon, (2004)).
However, the use of ACO algorithms in practice is still rare and limited. One reason for
the lack of acceptance in practice is the effort it takes to model the structure within the
optimization code. Recently, with the development of commercial software, the usage of
optimization algorithms could become more convenient by taking advantage of the
application programming interface (API). SAP2000 is a very powerful and sophisticated
product of Computers and Structures, Inc. In this research an ACO algorithm for the
design of steel moment frames is integrated into SAP2000’s API. The resulting designs
conform to the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) Load and Resistance
Factor Design (AISC-LRFD).
Objective and Scope
The main objective of this research is to integrate ACO of structural design with
the API of SAP2000. An application of ACO written in Visual Basic will rely on the
SAP2000 API to perform the structural analysis and design according to AISC-LRFD
(1999). The SAP2000 API can be applied to two dimensional and three dimensional steel
frames under normal loading or under extreme events.
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SAP2000 provides many advanced analysis and design tools that can be utilized
through the API by the optimization algorithm. The structure is completely modeled in
SAP2000. The optimization is controlled by the ACO algorithm. The Visual Basic code
contains the ACO search and evaluation process interfaced with SAP2000 through the
API. The best ACO solution is defined as the design that has the lightest structural weight
and that satisfies any constraints. Typically, constraints involve the capacity ratio and the
maximum displacement or interstory drift. Column and beam sections will be chosen
from the AISC W-sections database. The available sections will be limited according to
each structure’s fabrication constraints. Two dimensional frames will be designed with
both linear and nonlinear static analysis. A three dimensional frame will be designed
against progressive collapse using only linear static analysis.
Using SAP2000’s API would be very helpful to maximize the use of optimization
algorithms. Few studies have been conducted previously using the SAP2000 API.
Hellenthal (2009) used SAP2000 with a genetic algorithm optimization in steel frame
design. Three frames were used in this research to assess the performance of the program.
A two-bay three-story frame and a one-bay ten-story frame, that have been used
previously many times, were designed using both linear and nonlinear analysis. The
results were compared to the results from previous published studies. In addition,
Hellenthal (2009) designed a three-bay four-story frame under real loading conditions.
Ghasemi and Farshchin (2011) used an ACO algorithm in Matlab interfacing with
the SAP90 API to design ordinary moment resisting frames under seismic loading. In
addition, they designed two moment frames: a one-bay ten-story and a three-bay six-story
frame according to the uniform building code (UBC) and AISC specifications.
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Overview of Contents
In Chapter 2, an ACO algorithm used in frame design will be presented. Chapter 3
will illustrate and define some of the basic concepts of the SAP2000’s API as well as the
SAP2000 modeling procedure. Design examples and the assessment of the ACO program
will be detailed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 will provide a brief summary and
recommendations for future research.
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Chapter 2
Ant Colony Optimization
Structural Optimization
Generally the objective of any structural engineer is to find the best design of the
structure. Typically, the best design is defined as the design that has the lowest cost
without violating any design specifications. The cost of a structure is related to many
criteria such as the weight of material, fabrication, erection, connection, handling, and
some other factors. Therefore, a typical optimization objective function F in structural
design would have the form:
Minimize F  f  pm , pc , ps 

(1)

where pm is a function of the material properties, pc is a function of the connection
characteristics, and ps is related to the structure properties. Subjected to constraint gi:

g1  0, g 2  0,  , g n  0

(2)

Frame Optimization
Generally in all frame design optimization problems, the designer is concerned
with the cost related to the weight of the structure. Typically the objective function of
frame optimization would take the form:
Ne

Minimize W    i Li A(i )
i 1

where A ( i ) is the cross sectional area of sectioni , Li is the length of member i,  i the
density of the material, and Ne is the number of elements. Since the topology and the
material of the frame is typically defined, the cross sectional area is the only design
variable.
4

(3)

The constraints according to the AISC-LRFD (1999) specifications are usually
related to strength and stability in addition to the displacement. In ACO those constraints
will be applied by a penalized objective function F:
F  W (1  C )

where C is the violation of any constraints and

(4)

is the penalty function exponent. The

constraint violation C for frames is made up of more than one component as shown:
Ne

Ns

Nc

i 1

i 1

i 1

C   Ci   Cid   Ci

(5)

where Ci , Cid , and Ci the violations in stress, displacement, and the interactive equation
of AISC-LRFD (1999) respectively, NS is the number of stories, and NC is the number of
beam columns.
The general form of the penalty function is:

 0 if i  0
Ci  
i if i  0

(6)

where  i is different for each constraint, typically in frame design problems there are
three main constraints: stress, beam-column interaction, and displacements. The stress
constraints  i represented in terms of the stress in the element  i compared to the
allowable stress  ia :

 i 

i
1
 ia

The second form of  i is  i I which represents penalty related to the interaction formula
(AISC 2001, Equation H1-1a, b):
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(7)

 i 

 M ux
M uy
Pu


2c Pn  b M nx b M ny


  1


for

Pu
 0.2
c Pn

(8)

 i 

M uy
Pu
8  M ux
 

c Pn 9  b M nx b M ny


  1


for

Pu
 0.2
c Pn

(9)

Where Pu is the required axial strength, Pn is the nominal axial strength,

c

is the

resistance factor, (it takes the value of 0.9 for tension and 0.85 for compression), Mux, Muy
is the required flexural strength in the x and y direction respectively, Mnx and Mny is the
nominal flexural strength in the x and y direction respectively, and
resistance factor (

b =0.9).

b is

the flexural

The displacement  i d is defined in terms of the actual inter-

story drift and the allowable displacement in each story:

 id 

di
d ia

1

where di is the displacement of story i, dia is the allowable displacement.
Ant Colony Optimization
Ant colony optimization ACO is a mathematical approach that can be used to find
solutions for optimization problems using artificial ants. The idea of ant colony
optimization comes from the behavior of ant colonies in nature. Ants use different paths
randomly to get to the food source when searching for food. Ants use a substance called
pheromone to mark their paths. As an ant moves along a path it deposits some
pheromone; other ants will be inclined to use that path when they detect the level of
pheromone on it. This process continues and the probability of choosing a specific path is
proportional to the amount of the pheromones on that path (Dorigo et al.1996).

6

(10)

ACO begins by ants choosing their first step randomly, and then subsequently a
local update rule is enforced. The purpose of local update rule is to mitigate the trail’s
intensity in order to avoid an early convergence before exploring all the possibilities in
the search space. A tour is considered to be complete when an ant explores the whole
search space and visits all the points and eventually makes it back to the starting point.
When visiting all the points the ant chooses a combination of paths. This combination can
be mapped back to the problem and represents a solution. The solution is evaluated and
the objective function is computed. Based on the penalized objective function, a global
update scheme modifies the trail values for the paths associated with the solution. This
update adjusts the intensity of the trail and the magnitude of that adjustment represents
the quality of the solution. The higher the trail values for a path, the more likely that the
path is part of a good solution. Using this approach, subsequent ants will be more
inclined to choose paths that were part of a good solution rather than a bad one.
The ACO cycle is complete when all tours are completed and all paths have been
updated. Another cycle begins and the process continues until all the ants eventually
choose the same tour every cycle. In this case, the algorithm has converged to a solution.
The ant colony system (ACS) is based on the structure of the traveling salesman
problem (TSP), first developed by Dorigo et al. (1996).
According to Dorigo et al. (1996) each artificial ant in the ACS should have the
following characteristics:
1.

It would choose the next city to visit based upon a probability that is a function
of the

distance to the city and the amount of the trail present on that path.

2. It has some kind of memory, so it does not visit the same city twice.
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3. It lays a substance, called trail, on each path when completing a tour.
Considering (xi,yi), (xj,yj) are the coordinates of city i and j respectively, the distance
between them would be:
d ij 

x  x   y  y 
2

i

j

i

2

j

(11)

Assuming t is the time, n the number of cities should be visited, i any city located
on the tour, and bi (t ) is the number of ants in city i at time t; therefore, the number of ants
totally m would be:
n

m   bi  t 

(12)

1

Assuming the intensity on the trail between i and j is  ij (t ) at time t and  0 at t=0, (

 0 is a small initial positive value).
A local update should be applied at the end of each iteration. One iteration is
defined when m ants have each made one move at a time interval (t, t+1). The local
update reduces the intensity of trail using an adjustable parameter  that takes value
between 0 and 1. So for the path between city i and j, the trail  ij will be:

 ij  (1   ) ij ( t )    0

(13)

where  ij is the trail intensity on path j of element group i at time t.
The initial value  0 depends on the number of cities n and the length of the tour
Lnn created by the nearest neighbor heuristic (Gavett 1965). In this case, the nearest
neighbor is computed as a tour which visits a city randomly and then selects the next city,
depending only on the shortest distance, finishing a complete tour at the staring city.
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0 

1
n Lnn

(14)

One cycle consists of n iterations after each of the m ants completed a tour. Once
the ants complete a whole cycle of tours using the previous concept, the global update
rule is applied. The global update value on a path is calculated as the sum of the amount
of the trail added by each ant that has chosen that path previously. Therefore, the amount
of trail  ijk that should be added to each path due to a single ant is:
 ijk 

1
Lk

(15)

where Lk is the length of the tour chosen by ant k.
The paths that have not been chosen will receive zero trails. However; each path
might be chosen by more than one ant, so the total trail update on the path between cities
i and j is:
m

 ij    ijk

(16)

k 1

Therefore, the global update is computed as:
 ij  t  n      ij  t     ij

(17)

Where  is a constant we set to a value between 0 and 1 and (1-  ) represents the
evaporation of the trail during a cycle (between t and t+n).
In ACO, the ants have some visibility which is important to help ants to see which
the shortest path available. Therefore, the visibility for a specific path is considered a
function of the length of that path. The visibility between city i and j is:

 ij 

1
d ij

(18)
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Ants choose paths according to the ant decision table which is a combination of
the visibility and the trail intensity of that path and it can be calculated:


aij  t  

 ij  t     ij 
n





lallowed



 il  t     il 



(19)

where  and  are constants used to control the relative importance of local trail values
and visibility (Camp et al. 2005). In the previous equation, allowed means a set of cities
that are neighboring city i.
The probability for an ant k to choose the path between i and j at time t is:

pijk  t  

aij  t 
n



lallowed k

ail  t 

(20)

where allowed k is the list of available cities for ant k to choose from. Equation (20) is
only applied if the city j is on the list otherwise pijk  t  will take the value of zero.
The Ranked Ant System Algorithm
Bullnheimer et al. (1997) was the first to develop the Ranked Ant Colony
System. The only different in the ASrank is that the tours are ranked based on their
efficiency in solving the problem. The best tour in all cycles is called the elite tour. In this
system, a global update is used to adjust the top ranked tours. The first step in the ASrank
global update is to calculate the change in the trail of the paths in the elite tour:
 ij  t  

1

L t 


(21)

where L+ represents length of the best solution that has been found by the elite ant. The
next step is to calculate the change in trail for the ranked ants:
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 ij  t       

1

L t 


(22)

where  is a number that defines the top ranked ant, Lμ and μ are the length and the rank
of the tour respectively, while μ takes a value between 1 and  . Equations (21) and (22)
are valid only if the path between city i and j is part of the elite tour otherwise the value
  ij  t  is zero. Since a path can be part of more than one ranked tour the total amount is

taken as:
 1

 ijr  t     ij  t 
 1

(23)

The value of the trail at time t+n according to Camp and Bichon (2004) depends
on the top ranked tours, the tour formed by the most elite ants and the current value of the
trail:
 ij  t  n   1      ij  t       ij  t     ijr  t 

(24)

Ant Colony Optimization in Frame Design
ACO has many characteristics that make it useful in structure design problems.
Some of the most important characteristics are: discrete design variables and multiple
load cases, an open format for constraint statements, and it does not require any explicit
relationship between the constraints and the objective function. On the other hand, it uses
penalty function to represent any violation of the constraints. The objective in frame
design problems is to find the W-Section for each member that gives us the minimum
weight and satisfies the AISC-LRFD (1999) specifications.
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The general concept of ACO in frame design problems can be mapped into a form
similar to TSP. Therefore, in order to apply the ACO on structure design problems, some
modification must be done.
First, it is assumed that there is more than one path between any two nodes in the
frame unlike the TSP where there is only one path between any two cities. Figure 1
shows two points of a frame and the possible paths between them. The path length
represents the volume of the member Vn which is the cross sectional area multiplied by
the length. Therefore, a discrete number of virtual paths equal to the number of W-section
are considered in the design.
Vn
..
.
V3
V2
j

V1
i

Figure 1. Possible Virtual Paths Scaled By Element Volume
The other difference is that the order in which the ants visit the members is not
significant while in TSP problem the order is the solution. The idea of the tour is also
different. While in TSP problem the tour is considered complete when each ant visit each
city once, in frame design problems an ant should visit each member group in the
structure in order to consider the tour complete. A group is a combination of members
that all have the same cross sectional area. Figure 2 demonstrates the possible virtual
passes on a one-bay three-story frame.
12

8
7

9

5
4

6

2
1

3

Figure 2. Possible Virtual Paths of a Nine-Element Frame
The last adjustment is associated with the feasibility of the solution. In TSP, any
complete tour is a feasible solution, while in a frame design problem, not all solutions are
feasible. An infeasible solution happens when we have a set of cross sectional areas that
do not satisfy the AISC-LRFD (1999) Specification. A penalty function is used to
enforce any constraint violations on the weight of the structure.
ACO Frame Design Algorithm
To apply ACO to frame design problems an initial trail value  0 is assumed to be
equal to the reciprocal of the minimum weight. The minimum weight Wmin is computed
by assigning the smallest section from AISC database to each member, therefore:

0 

1
Wmin
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(25)

To start ACO, randomly assign an element group i to each ant as a starting point
where i could be 1,2,…..NG (where NG is the number of element groups). Then, each ant
uses the following decision table in choosing W-section from the database:


 ij (t )    ij 
aij (t )  Nw i

  il (t )   il 

(26)

l 1

where j is the W-shape from the AISC database that was chosen for group i, in other
words, it is the path that has been assigned to group i. Nwi is all the available sections in
the database that could be assigned to group i.
The probability of selecting shape j to member i by ant k (k=1,2,3,….m):

pijk (t ) 

aij (t )
Nwi

a
l 1

il

(t )

(27)

After the decision is made, the next step is to apply a local update to adjust the intensity
of the trail by lowering it and avoiding any early convergence:

 ij (t )    ij (t )

(28)

where  is called the adjustable parameter ( between 0 and 1) representing the
persistence of the trail.
Each ant repeats the same process by selecting W-Shape for group i. The iteration
will be complete when all ants choose W-section for their starting elements from the
database. After finishing the first iteration the ants then move to the next step by selecting
W-shapes for the element group i+1 and applying the local update. The process continues
according to the defined numbering scheme until each ant has chosen a W-section for
14

each element group. When the ant gets to the element group i+1 greater than NG (the
number of groups), the ant will go back to the first group. Since ants in the frame design
algorithm follow the remapped numbering scheme, there is no need for a tabu mechanism
to avoid visiting the edge of the tour more than once anymore

(Camp et al. 2005).

After m designs have been assigned to the frame, the designs should be analyzed
to check their feasibility. A finite element analysis is applied to each design with specific
properties, selected cross sections and subjected to a specific loading condition.
According to the analysis results with comparison to the constraints, it can be determined
whether the design is feasible. In case of the violation of the constraints, a penalty should
be computed and applied to the total weight. The next step is applying the global update
defined in Equations (21)-(24) which add an appropriate amount of trail to the paths that
were chosen by the elitist ant. The elitist ant is the ant associated with smallest penalized
weight. Therefore, the amount of trail is calculated as:
 ij 

1
W

(29)

where W  is the smallest penalized weight the elitist ant has found.
After adding the previous amount of trail, the change in the trail for the top  ants
will be calculated depending on the rank of the ant  (between 1 and  ) and the penalized
weight of the design associated with that ant:
 ij (t )      

1
W

Other ants that are not from the top ranked  ij (t ) =0.
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(30)

In general, since an element could be in more than one ranked tour, the total
amount of trail added is calculated as the sum of all the updates:


 ijr (t )    ij (t )
 1

(31)

However, the global update rule has been improved by Camp and Bichon (2004) to
include the evaporation rate:

 ij (t  n )  1     ij (t )       ij   ijr (t ) 

(32)

At this stage a cycle is complete. Phase 1 continues with another cycle until the
best weight stays constant for a number of consecutive cycles. At this point, Phase 1 is
complete. Phase 2 starts with a smaller search space. The local search space for Phase 2 is
limited to the neighborhood of the best solution we obtained in Phase 1. Camp and
Bichon (2004) have shown that an area of 10% of the original space is appropriate for
frame problems.
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Chapter 3
Using SAP2000 Application Programming Interface
This chapter will focus on the interface between SAP2000 and Visual Basic2005.
It is important to develop an optimization procedure that takes advantage of both
programs. SAP2000 is one of the most productive, integrated, and user friendly
programs for structural analysis and design. The SAP2000 API provides ability to access
the software from many external programs and it has commands for all SAP2000
applications.
SAP2000 Application Programing Interface
The SAP2000 API provides access to most of the programs functions and details
a programmer needs to build a model and perform analysis from an outside program. The
API documentations provide explanations and examples of how to use SAP2000
applications in many programming languages: Visual Basic for Applications (VBA),
Visual C# 2005, Visual C++ 2005, Visual Fortran v9, Visual Basic 2005 (VB 8.0), and
MATLAB R2008a.
The programming language used in this study is VB8.0. The decision of choosing
VB8.0 is based on the following criteria: first, the syntax in VB8 is rather simple and
more flexible when compared to Visual Fortran v9 and Visual C++; and second, the
VB8.0 graphical user interface is easier and faster than other supported languages.
Visual Basic Concepts Used in the API
There are several important concepts to be aware of when using SAP2000 from
an external application regarding data input and display. One of the most important
concepts when using the SAP2000 API is clear understanding of arrays. Visual Basic
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allows the use of two kinds of arrays: fixed size and dynamic array. Fixed size arrays, as
their name implies, have the same size throughout the program and it can be defined this
way:
DIM fixedarray(n) as double
Another important feature of VB arrays is that the lower bound of the array is zero by
default. Which means that fixedarray(1) holds two values.
fixedarray(0)= first item
fixedarray(1)= second item
On the other hand, dynamic arrays change their size as the program runs. The dimension
will not be defined at the beginning, rather it will be defined with an empty bracket.
DIM dynamicarray() as double
Defining the dimension of the dynamic array can be done anytime during the program
using the following statement:
REDIM fixedarray(n)
It is important to note that using the REDIM command will erase all the data that was
stored in the array previously.
When obtaining an array that is originally dimensioned in the SAP2000 API, it
must be defined as a dynamic array in order to avoid any incorrect results. By defining a
dynamic array, the SAP2000 API has the ability to fill it with the appropriate
information.
In addition to the arrays type, there are several types of variables and references
used in the SAP2000 API. There are four data types used in the API:
1 Long: an integer variable that uses 32-bit
2 Boolean: a variable that can be either False or True and uses 16-bit.
18

3 String: length string type variable.
4 Double: double-precision variable that uses 64-bit.

There are only two kinds of references:
1 ByRef: which passes argument by reference (this allows the SAP2000 API to
assign a value to a variable).
2 ByVal: which sends a value to the SAP2000 API and does not allow the
program to alter it.
In most cases, SAP2000 API commands returns a long integer value. This integer
should be zero if the command executed correctly, a non-zero value means that there is
an error in executing the command. Some commands have optional arguments. It will be
up to the programmer whether those arguments are specified
Building The Structural Model
In order to make the program run faster and also to make the code more
applicable for any design load cases with the least amount of change to the optimization
code, the srtucture and all the conditions will be defined and modeled in SAP2000.
However, the external VB8.0 code will implement the ACO.
SAP2000 Model
SAP2000 provides many advantages that will make the development of a
structural model faster and easie. For example, the ability to perform static linear and
nonlinear analysis or even dynamic analyses require little effort. The first step in
developing a structural model is selecting the units and dimensions. Modeling the
structure includes assigning the appropriate support restraints, assigning structural
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elements to different groups (according to the design variables), defining material
properties, and assigning section properties to elements. In all examples W sections are
imported from AISC database ( AISC 1999). After defining the geometry of the frame,
loads and load cases are defined. When definning load cases, the type of analysis is also
defined: linear static analysis, nonlinear with P_Delta, without P_Delta, or other options
as shown in Figure 3

Figure 3. The Load Case Window in SAP2000

The last step of modeling is setting the design options. From the Design tab choose
the desired code for the design and the type of frame. All examples in this study are
designed according to AISC-LRFD (1999) specifications and the frames are considered
to be ordinary moment frame (OMF). Additional details such as effective length and
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unbraced length can be defined under the steel frame design option by choosing
View/Revise Overwrite as shown in Figure 4.
Another important condition is to select the design load combos which may be
defined while modeling in SAP2000 or defined in the code. In some cases, when many
combinations need to be checked, it is better to define them in the code to avoid mixing
the results.

Figure 4. The Design Options Tab in SAP2000
Visual Basic Code:
To be able to use SAP2000 API from an external program, SAP2000 has to be referenced
in the application. To reference SAP2000 in VB8.0, click on the Project tab, and choose

Add Reference. Next choose the tab COM, select “SAP2000v15”, then OK. In some cases
if the program cannot find the path, the user should provide the path manually. In order to
link to SAP2000 API, the SAP2000 object must be defined:
DIM SapObject As SAP2000v15.SapObject
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DIM SapModel As SAP2000v15.cSapMode
Next, SAP2000 can be started with:
SapObject.ApplicationStart()
Since most of the commands are accessed through SapObject.SapModel; therefore,
for the simplicity use the object SapModel instead, by defining:
SapModel = SapObject.SapModel
At this point, SAP2000 is ready to run. To open an existence model use:
ret = SapModel.File.OpenFile(filename)
If the RET value is zero the command was executed without error.
With the file opened, it must be unlocked to be able to perform any analysis
ret = SapModel.SetModelIsLocked(False)
To make the procedure run faster by avoiding the window refresh in SAP2000 after each
operation, hide the SAP2000 object by using:
ret = SapObject.Hide
In optimization, before running the analysis sections are assigned to each member in the
structure. In this study, ACO provides sections from the search space and controls the
section selecting process as it is shown in the Appendices. In the following commands
the “membername “ is the name of the member which the section is being assigned to
and the “section” is the section being assigned.
Ret = SapModel.FrameObj.SetSection ("membername",
"section")
In some examples, where many load cases are defined, some load cases can be turned off
using:
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ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag ("Load case",
False)
The False indicates that the load case is set to Do Not Run; True sets it to Run.
To run SAP2000 for the current model use:
ret = SapModel.Analyze.RunAnalysis
Using the SAP2000 API, the weight of the structure was not obtained directly.
The weight is computed as the reaction in the vertical direction for a dead load with a
value of zero. The zero load should be defined in SAP2000 and applied to all the
members in the structure. In the code, choose the weight dead load and get the reactions
for this case:

ret=SapModel.Results.Setup.SetComboSelectedForOutput("
weight)
ret = SapModel.Results.BaseReact(NumberResults,
LoadCase, StepType, StepNum, Fx,

Fy, Fz, MMx,

MMy, MMz, gx, gy, gz)
Weight= Fz(0)
The array Fz represents the weight of the structure (it should be defined as a dynamic
array in order to give SAP2000 the flexibility to fill it with the appropriate information).
As mentioned before, first element in the array is at index 0. In this case, because only
one load combinations was specified, the results are only in one element in the array
Fz(0). In general if multiple load combination are specified, SAP2000 stores the results in
the array Fz(1), Fz(2),…. etc.
After the analysis, the design procedure can be implimented:
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ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.StartDesign
The design results must be obtained in order to evaluate the design. For the strength
constraints, Equations (8) and (9) are used and PMM ratio must be calculated. SAP2000
automatically applies these equations and gives values for each member. The PMM ratios
for each member in VB2005 code are obtained by using the following command:

ret=sapmodel.designsteel.getsummaryresults(“membernam
e”,numberitems,framename,ratio,pmm,location,combo
name,errorsummary,warningsummary)
where the Ratio array contains the value of the interaction equations for a specified
member “membername” . This PMM ratio should be less than one; a value larger than 1
means the specific member is not adequate.
If the ratio is larger than 1, then the penalty function should be applied
penalty(nstep) = penalty(nstep) + (Ratio - 1.0)
It is also important to notice that in some cases if the member is too small, the program
will give a value of zero for the ratio. If the program reports a PMM value of zero that
means the design is not adequate:
If PMM(0) = 0.0 Then
penalty(nstep) = penalty(nstep) + 1.0
End If
In most frame design problems, some type of displacement constraint is applied.
Consequently, the maximum displacement at each node is required:
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ret=sapmodel.results.jointdispl(“pointname”,groupelm,n
umberresults,obj,elm,loadcase,steptype,stepnum,u1,u
2,u3,r1,r2,r3)
Typically, only the horizontal displacement (the x-direction) is important; The U1
component (x-direction) is compared with the allowable diplacement. If the displacement
exceeds the allowable, then the penalty function is applied:
If (System.Math.Abs(disp(k)) > max_disp) Then
penalty(nstep)= penalty(nstep)+
((System.Math.Abs(disp(k))/max_disp)- 1.0)
End If
After all ACO evaluation are completed, SAP2000 is closed using:
SapObject.ApplicationExit(False)
SapModel = Nothing
SapObject = Nothing
It is very important to set the object to “Nothing”, in order to completely close the
application. If it is left opened, a new application might be slow to start or result in an
error.
Each design is evaluated and the best solution in each cycle is saved. The ACO
procedure will stop when the best solution is unchanged for some number of consicutive
cycles. The number of analysis per cycle and the number of cycles differs based on the
problem size and complexity of the analysis.
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Chapter 4
Design Examples
Ant Colony Optimization Parameters
The ACO parameters used in this study were the same in all examples. Starting
with the parameter β given in Equation (26) (the relative importance of visibility versus
trail) is set to 0.2. This value is less than what is usually used in Traveling Salesman
problems (TSP); however, increasing the value of β will increase the tendency of the ants
to choose the shorter path, which is interpreted as the smaller area in our problem. In
structures design, the smaller areas do not always give a feasible design. From
computational results (Camp and Bichon 2003), it was found that a value of β = 0.2
would be appropriate for frame design problems.
The parameter  shown in Equation (28) is set to be 0.67 in Phase 1 to give some
balance between the exploration and exploitation in the search. The  value is reduced in
Phase 2 to 0.33 to enforce a robust search. In all examples,
exponent, shown in Equation (4), is set to

the penalty function

= 2. This parameter is important because it

controls the rate of the infeasible design weight increase, which also will affect the trail
values.
In addition to the previous parameters, the number of ants in the colony is
important. In regular TSP the number of ants represents by the number of cities in the
tour, which according to Dorigo and Gambardella (1997b) could be as low as 10 and give
a feasible solution. In frame design problems, numerical results indicate that around 100
ants is required to get good solutions. In the multiphase ACO, the size of the local search
space in Phase 2, can be problem dependent. In frame design problems, it was set around
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10 % of the original space in Phase1 (Camp and Bichon, 2003). Equation (24) contains
the two parameters:  which is usually taken as 10% of the number of ants and ρ= 0.5
(Camp and Bichon, 2003)

Frame Design Examples
In this chapter, two dimensional frame design problems are presented for two
cases:
Case 1: Linear analysis ignoring P-delta effect of AISC-LRFD (1999)
specifications
Case 2: Geometrically nonlinear analysis considering P-delta effect according to
AISC- LRFD (1999) specifications.
Two-Bay Three-Story Frame

Figure 5 shows the topology and loading for a 15 member frame. The frame has
two bays with width of 36 ft. each and three stories with height of 10 ft. each. The frame
carries 2.8 k/ft. distributed load and lateral point loads of 2.5 kips at the top story and 5
kips on the first two story. The material of the frame is steel with modulus of elasticity

E=29,000 ksi and a yield stress fy=36 ksi. All beams are considered to be braced at onesixth of the length, the columns are considered unbraced along the length. The effective
length Kx is calculated as sway permitted frame and Ky=1. The fabrication conditions
require all beams to be the same and all columns to be the same. The beams were chosen
from the all the 267 W-shape in the AISC database, while the columns were limited to
only W10 shapes. The code for this frame is shown in details in Appendix A.
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This frame has been used several times previously in optimization problems.
Pezeshk et al. (2000) used a GA algorithm to design the frame in the static linear and
static nonlinear cases. Camp et al. (2005) used ACO to design this frame using only
linear analysis. Hellenthal (2009) used SAP2000’s API with a GA in the design of this
structure using nonlinear analysis.

All floor loads 2.8
2.5 k

3 stories @ 10
ft.

5k

5k

36 ft.

36 ft.

Figure 5. Geometry and Applied Loading for Two-Bay Three-Story Frame
Case 1: In this case, linear analysis was performed. The best solution obtained for
this problem was a frame with a weight of 18.767 kips. The multiphase ACO algorithm
in this example required an average of 4,600 analyses and as low as 2,600 analysis to
converge to the best solution. Camp et al. (2005) multiphase algorithm required about
3,000 analyses to converge to a solution and Pezeshk et al. (2000) algorithm required
1,800 analyses. The average weight was 18.767 k and the standard deviation was 0.1 k.
The best solution was found in 97% of the 65 runs.
Since the frame is small and simple, an attempt to minimize the run time was
done and ACO implemented using half the population (a population of 50) and stopping
criteria of 100 analyses. The weight obtained using those parameters was the same as the
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previous weight and the number of analysis was reduced. The best solution obtained was
18.767 k. and it required an average of 450 analyses but as low as 300 analyses to obtain
that solution. Table 1 lists the details for the best solution in comparison with previous
published designs.
Table 1. Design for Two-Bay Three-Story Frame, Case1
Element Group
Beam
Column
Frame weight (k)
Note: 1k=4.45 N

ACO
W24X62
W10X60
18.767

AISC W-shapes
Camp et al.(2005)
Pezeshk et al. (2000)
W24X62
W24X62
W10X60
W10X60
18.792

18.792

Case 2: In this case, geometrically nonlinear analysis is used in the design
procedure. The frame in this case also was designed using the new parameters. It required
an average of 600 analyses but as few as 300 analyses to converge to the most optimal
solution of 19.502 k. The best solution was found in 69% in the total number of runs.
Using nonlinear analysis, the frame was 4% heavier. Generally, the average weight of 45
runs is about 20.1557 k with a standard deviation of 0.87k. Table 2 shows the details for
the best solution in comparison with previous results.
Table 2. Design for Two-Bay Three-Story Frame, Case2
Element Group
Beam
Column
Frame weight (k)

AISC W-shapes
ACO
Pezeshk et al (2000)
W24X62
W24X62
W10X68
W10X68
19.502

19.512

Note: 1k=4.45 KN
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Hellenthal,2009
W24X62
W10X68
19.502

One-Bay Ten-Story Frame:
Figure 6 shows the geometry and loading conditions for a one-bay ten-story frame
consisting of 30 members with fixed connections. The bay width is 30 ft., the height of
the first story is 15 ft. and the height of the remaining stories is 10 ft. The material of the
frame has modulus of elasticity E=29,000 ksi and a yield stress fy=36 ksi. The effective
length Kx is calculated as sway-permitted frame, Ky=1. The columns are considered
unbraced along the length but the beam are considered to be braced every one-sixth of the
length. The design constraints are the capacity ratio and a maximum displacement of
(frame height/300). Due to the fabrication constraints, the elements are grouped into a
total of nine design variables. The beams were grouped in one group every three
consecutive stories and a different group for the roof. The columns were the same in
every two consecutive stories. All the beam groups may be chosen from all the 276 Wshapes available in the database, while the columns’ search space is limited to W10 and
W12 sections from the AISC-LRFD (1999) database. Assigning the sections and the
evaluation process are shown in Appendix B.
Pezeshk et al. (2000) and Hellenthal (2009) used a GA in the design of this frame
with constraints of strength and displacement. Moreover the same frame was designed
using ACO by Camp et al. (2005) and Ghasemi and Farshchin (2011).
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Table 3. Design for One-Bay Ten-Story Frame, Case1
Element Group
Beam 1-3S
Beam 4-6S
Beam 7-9S
Beam 10S
Column 1-2S
Column3-4S
Column5-6S
Column 7-8S
Column 9-10S

ACO
W30X108
W30X90
W24X84
W21X44
W14X233
W12X190
W14X176
W14X109
W14X61

Camp et al.
(2005)
W30X108
W30X90
W27X84
W21X44
W14X233
W14X176
W14X145
W14X99
W12X65

Pezeshk et al
(2000)
W33X118
W30X90
W27X84
W24X55
W14X233
W14X233
W14X159
W14X159
W12X79

65.03

62.61

65.136

Frame weight (k)
Note: 1k=4.45 KN

Ghasemi and
Farshchin (2011)
W30X90
W30X90
W30X90
W30X124
W14X233
W14X193
W14X159
W14X120
W14X90
67.406

Case2: Using geometrically nonlinear analysis the weight has increased about
2% from the weight obtained in Case1. The best solution was 66.364 kips and it was
obtained in 5 % of the total runs. Approximately 10000 analyses were required to
converge to the best solution; with 58% of the analysis completed in Phase1. Over 15
runs the average weight was 71.1 kips with a standard deviation of 6.2 kips. Table 4 lists
the best solution in comparison with results from previous researches.
Table 4. Design for One-Bay Ten-Story Frame, Case2
Element Group
Beam 1-3S
Beam 4-6S
Beam 7-9S
Beam 10S
Column 1-2S
Column3-4S
Column5-6S
Column 7-8S
Column 9-10S
Frame weight (k)
Note: 1k=4.45KN

AISC W-shapes
ACO
Pezeshk et al (2000)
W33X118
W36X150
W33X118
W33X130
W30X90
W27X94
W21X44
W16X50
W14X233
W36X150
W14X176
W33X130
W14X145
W27X94
W14X99
W16X50
W14X61
W12X65
66.364

70.398
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Hellenthal (2009)
W33X130
W33X130
W30X90
W16X45
W14X283
W14X193
W14X145
W14X90
W12X72
72.668

Three-Bay Twenty Four-Story:
Figure 7 shows frame of three-bay twenty four-story frame consisting of 168
members. This frame was designed before by Davison and Adams (1974) and later by
Saka and Kameshki (1998b) using a GA algorithm. Camp et al. (2005) also designed the
frame using ACO according to the LRFD specification (AISC, 2001). The loading values
were as follows: W=5761.85 lb., w1=300 lb./ft., w2=436 lb./ft., w3=474 lb./ft., and
w4=408 lb./ft. The design procedure was according to AISC-LRFD (1999) specifications
with constraints of strength and interstory drift (drift<story height/300). The frame
material is steel with a modulus of elasticity E=29,732 ksi and a yield stress of fy=33.4
ksi. All members have effective length Kx≥1 for a sway permitted frame and Ky=1. While
all column and beams are considered to be unbraced along their length.
Due to the fabrication limitations the elements were collected into 20 groups. One
group for all 23 stories beams in the first and third bays, another group for the roof, and
another group for the middle bay. The exterior columns were grouped together for three
consecutive stories, and the same for the interior columns. As a result, there are 16 groups
for the columns which are limited to W14 shapes, and 4 groups for the beams that could
be chosen from 267 W-shapes.
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Figure 7. Geometry and Loadings of the Three-Bay Twenty Four-Story Frame.
Case1: Using linear analysis, the best solution obtained weighted 251.635 kips
and required about 15,400 (as few as 6,700) analyses to converge. A series of 40 runs
were obtained for this case and the average weight was 266.58 k with a standard
deviation of 11.16 k. An average of 45% of the analyses was completed in Phase 1 and
the best solution was obtained in 2.5 % of the total runs. Camp et al. (2005) was able to
find the best solution in 8,300 frame analyses (but as few as 5,100). Table 5 lists the
details of best solution with all the details. The design and the evaluation details are
shown in details in Appendix C.
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Table 5: Three-Bay Twenty Four-Story Design, Case 1
Element Group
Beam 1-23S, Bay1,3
Beam 24S, Bay1,3
Beam 1-23S, Bay 2
Beam 24S, Bay2
Column 1-3S,E
Column 4-6S,E
Column 7-9S,E
Column 10-12S,E
Column 13-15S,E
Column 16-18S,E
Column 19-21S,E
Column 22-24S,E
Column 1-3S,I
Column 4-6S,I
Column 7-9S,I
Column 10-12S,I
Column 13-15S,I
Column 16-18S,I
Column 19-21S,I
Column 22-24S,I

AISC W-shapes
Camp et al (2005)
W30x90
W8x18
W24x55
W8x21
W14x145
W14x132
W14x132
W14x132
W14x68
W14x53
W14x43
W14x43
W14x145
W14x145
W14x120
W14x90
W14x90
W14x61
W14x30
W14x26

ACO
W33X118
W8X21
W24X62
W6X8.5
W14X257
W14X193
W14X132
W14X132
W14X74
W14X74
W14X74
W14X74
W14X74
W14X74
W14X74
W14X53
W14X53
W14X34
W14X30
W14X26

Weight (k)
251.635
220.465
Note: 1k=4.45KN , S=Story, E= Exterior column, I= Interior column

Case 2: Using geometrically nonlinear analysis the weight of the structure
increased 3.7% from the weight obtained in Case1. The best solution obtained weighted
258.26 k and required as few as 5,800 analyses to converge to a solution. While about
52% of the analysis was done in Phase 1. Over 30 runs, the average weight was 273.87
kips and the standard deviation 14.64 kips. Approximately 3.3 % of a total number of 30
runs gave the best solution. Table 6 lists the details of the best solution for Case 1.
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Table 6: Three-Bay Twenty Four-Story Design, Case 2
AISC W-shapes
ACO
W21X44
W24X55
W14X30
W14X283
W14X233
W14X159
W14X109
W14X99
W14X74
W14X74
W14X74
W14X74
W14X68
W14X68
W14X61
W14X48
W14X48
W14X30
W14X26
W14X30

Element Group
Beam 1-23S, Bay1,3
Beam 24S, Bay1,3
Beam 1-23S, Bay 2
Beam 24S, Bay2
Column 1-3S,E
Column 4-6S,E
Column 7-9S,E
Column 10-12S,E
Column 13-15S,E
Column 16-18S,E
Column 19-21S,E
Column 22-24S,E
Column 1-3S,I
Column 4-6S,I
Column 7-9S,I
Column 10-12S,I
Column 13-15S,I
Column 16-18S,I
Column 19-21S,I
Column 22-24S,I

Weight (k)
258.262
Note: 1k=4.45 KN , S=Story, E= Exterior column, I =Interior column
Progressive Collapse Example
Progressive collapse is defined as the failure of the entire structure as a reaction
for the collapse of a single component (a column for example). The optimization code is
used to design a structure that has the ability to resist progressive collapse, or in other
words a structure that will stand after the removal of one column following the Unified
Facilities Criteria (UFC) (2010) requirements. When designing for progressive collapse
there are indirect methods such as the tie force (TF) method and direct ones such as
enhanced local resistance (ELR) and the alternate path (AP) method. The UFC (2010)
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allows the use of both methods with some conditions to each according to the occupancy
category (OC) of the building as it is defined in the UFC (2010). The UFC (2010)
categorize structures according to the occupancy (Table 2-1, UFC (2010)). While each
method will be introduced, the AP method is used in this research.
The Tie Force Method
The TF is considered an indirect method because it does not have an explicit
relationship between the failure mechanism and the design. In this method, the structure
is designed to be tied together using three horizontal ties: longitudinal, transverse, and
peripheral. By providing ties the structure has more ductility and continuity. The TF
method can be used for Occupancy Category IV and Occupancy Category II (OCIV and
OCII) structures simultaneously with applying the ELR method for corner columns or
walls at the first story, as it is defined in the (Table 2.2, UFC 2010). Overall this method
is not very accurate because it does not consider load redistribution factors and dynamic
effects.
Enhanced Local Resistance:
ELR method is a direct approach which designs the structure to prevent collapse.
The idea of the ELR method is using members with high strength and high ductility to
prevent progressive collapse. ELR procedure is used in a critical structures and it is
based on designing a structure with very strong beams that will take all the actions in the
case of progressive collapse. The method is applied at corner columns or walls at the first
story for category OC II accompanied with tie forces, OC III accompanied with alternate
path, and OC IV along with tie forces and alternate path (Table 2.2, UFC 2010).
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The Alternate Path Method
The AP method is a direct method that designs a structure to allow bridging over
load-bearing elements that are notionally removed. The AP method investigates the
capability of the structure to stand after the removal of a critical element. This method
can be used for structures OCII, OCIII, and OCIV (Table 2.2, UFC 2010). When
designing a structure, all the critical column removal scenarios must be considered. UFC
(2010) defines the location of the most critical scenarios as: the columns in first story,
below the roof, at mid-height, and above the location of the splice or size change. For
each scenario, the structure should be analyzed to check its behavior. In addition, the
UFC (2010) defines three types of analysis: linear static, nonlinear static, and nonlinear
dynamic. The linear static approach is the simplest and most conservative way to assess
the progressive collapse behavior of a structure. The static and dynamic nonlinear
approaches are more accurate but more complex and time consuming.
Linear Static Procedure:
The LSP is the simplest and most conservative procedure. However, there are
some irregularities and demand capacity ratio limit on its application.
The LSP amplifies the gravity load GLS_above affecting on the floor above the removed
column by a factor LS :

GLS _ above  LS  0.9 or 1.2 D   0.5Lor 0.2S  
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(33)

where D, L, S are dead, live, and snow load, respectively. The value of the amplification
factor LS varies depending on the material and on the type of the analysis. For steel
structures, LS is 2 for force controlled analysis. For deformation-controlled analysis:
 LS  0.9 m min  1

(34)

where mmin is the smallest m factor of any primary beam, girder, spandrel or wall element
that is directly affected by the removed column. The m factor accounts for the nonlinear
deformation; values for steel structures can be taken from (Table 5-1, UFC 2010)
In addition, lateral loads LLateral are added at each floor level in all direction each
at a time.
LLateral  0.002 P

(35)

where  P : is the sum of the gravity load on the floor level.
The structure is analyzed with the gravity load and the lateral load applied
simultaneously. For each scenario the acceptance criterion should be satisfied for an
acceptable design.
Demand
1
Capacity

(36)

where Demand is the required strength and capacity is taken as the factored-lower bound
strength of the component for forced controlled actions while for deformation controlled
actions, capacity is taken as the expected factored strength of the component multiplied
by the corresponding m-factor.
If all the members in the structure satisfy the above criteria, the structure is
considered to be adequate to withstand progressive collapse.
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Nonlinear Static Procedure
Nonlinear analysis of structures is more accurate and gives more reliable results than
linear procedures; however, it is more computationally expensive. In the nonlinear static
procedure, the gravity loads GNS_above above the directly affected area will be calculated
as:

GNS _ above  NS  0.9 or 1.2  D   0.5L or 0.2S  

(37)

where the amplification factor NS varies according to the material of the structure
(Table3-5, UFC 2010), for steel:
 NS  1.08  0.76  min( acc  y )  0.83 

(38)

Where acc is the acceptable plastic rotation (ASCE 2006),  y is the yield angle, for steel
it is given in Equation 5-1 in ASCE (2006).The lateral load is the same as presented in
LSP in Equation (35).
The acceptance criterion here varies depending on the type of the analysis: for
force controlled actions, the acceptance criterion is the same as Equation (36) with the
demand calculated using nonlinear analysis; For deformation controlled actions the
acceptance criteria is:

calc   acc

(39)

where θcalc is the calculated rotation and θacc is the acceptable plastic rotation.
Nonlinear Dynamic Procedure
The nonlinear dynamic procedure is the most accurate analysis; however, it is the most
time and effort consuming procedure. Since it captures the real behavior of the structure,
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there will be no need for the amplification factor in the gravity load. The gravity load
combination on the floors above the removed column GND_above is:

GND _ above   0.9 or 1.2 D   0.5L or 0.2S  

(40)

The lateral load is the same as presented in LSP in Equation (35).
The acceptance criterions are the same as the nonlinear static procedure but the
demand in this case is calculated using dynamic nonlinear analysis.
Two-bay Three- story 3D frame
In order to design for progressive collapse, three dimensional analysis must be
used (two dimensional analysis is not allowed). Figure 8 shows the geometry of the three
dimensional frame consisting of 63 members. The frame is three-story with each story
heights of 10 ft. and two-bay in both directions with widts of 36 ft. The frame is
subjected to total gravity distributed load of 0.078 k/ ft2. The frame material is steel with
modulus of elasticity E=29,000 ksi and a yield stress fy=36 ksi. The unbraced length of
the beams are one sixth of their length, the columns are considered unbraced along the
length. The effective length Kx is calculated as sway permitted frame and Ky=1. The
design shapes were chosen from the AISC-LRFD W-shapes database. The beams are set
to be chosen from 166 shape (W16 and up) while the columns are limited to W12 and
W14 (66 shapes).
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Figu
ure 8. Geomeetry of Threee Dimensionnal Two-Bayy Three-Storry Frame
For simplicity
y, some assu
umptions were made:


The frrame is conssidered to be force controolled type.



The sttructure is frrom category
y OCII (UFC
C 2010)



The frrame is meetts the regulaarity limitatioon of the LSP



The value of the load is alread
dy factored bbut before appplying the LS amplificcation
factorr.



The sllab in the thrree dimensio
onal frame iss a two way slab



No laateral load afffecting on th
he structure except for thhe progressiive collapse
loads.



The demand/capa
d
acity ratio is represented by the interaaction equattion.
Due to
o the symmeetry of the frrame only tw
wo collapse sscenarios aree consideredd.

Figure 9(a,b) shows the tw
wo collapse scenarios: thhe corner boottom story, and the midddle
bottom story column. In order to reprresent the reemoval of a ccolumn, a neew material was
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crreated in SA
AP2000 that has
h E=0 resu
ulting in stiff
ffness equal tto zero. Assiigning this
material
m
to a member
m
basically remov
ves it from thhe structure.. The materiaal is assigned to
a specific colu
umn for each
h scenario. The
T assignm
ment of the m
material and tthe increase of
th
he floor load
ds above the column are detailed in A
Appendix D.. This removval procedure is
reepeated for each
e
scenario
o and each lo
oad combinaation until thhe lightest deesign that
saatisfies the acceptance
a
crriteria for alll the combinnations is obtained.

(aa)

(b)

Figure 9. The Removval Scenarios
a) The Mid
ddle Bottom Story

bb) The Corneer Bottom Sttory

All
A 20 runs off the ACO design
d
proced
dure developped a frame weighted 1668.168 kips. On
av
verage it req
quired 4360 analyses
a
to converge.
c
Taable 7 lists thhe design deetails.
An ex
xhaustive seaarch was don
ne to validatee the design result. The exhaustive
seearch resulteed a frame weighted
w
168
8.168 kips whhich is the saame result fr
from the ACO
O.
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Table 7: Two-Bay Three-Story Three Dimensional Frame Design with Progressive
Collapse
AISC W-shapes
ACO
W30X90
W27X102

Element Group
Beam
Column
Frame weight (k)
Note: 1k=4.45 KN

168.168

Repeating the three dimensional frame analysis without progressive collapse
resulted in a design weighting of 74.878 kips. Table 8 lists the design details. The weight
of the frame increased 125% when considering progressive collapse.
Table 8: Results for Three Dimensional Two-Bay Three-Story Frame
AISC W-shapes
ACO
W21X44
W12X65

Element group
Beam
Column
Frame weight (k)
Note: 1k=4.45 KN

74.878
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Chapter 5
Summary and Future Researches
Summary:
In this study, the application programming interface (API) of SAP2000 was used
to utilize the analysis software SAP2000 within an optimization code. SAP2000 was used
to model structures and define all properties. Ant colony optimization (ACO) was used as
the optimization procedure. It was originally developed from a Traveling Salesman
Problem (TSP). ACO has unique characteristics that make it very efficient in frame
design. ACO code written in Visual Basic 2005 will connect to SAP2000 through the
API. The objective function of the optimization was to minimize the weight of the
structure subjected to strength and displacement constraints. A penalty function was
enforced on the objective function to reflect the degree of violation of the constraints.
Two dimensional ordinary moment frames are analyzed linearly and nonlinearly under
normal conditions with capacity and displacement constraints. In addition, a three
dimensional ordinary moment frame is analyzed linearly for the progressive collapse case
under strength constraints. The design procedure was according to the American Institute
of Steel Construction Load and Resistance Factor Design (AISC-LRFD). All frame
sections were selected from the standard database of AISC W-shapes subjected to some
fabrication limitations.
Future Research:
Utilizing the SAP2000 API with optimization code in structural design seems
promising, but it can be benefit from further research. The first improvement that can be
done is trying different analysis and design software other than SAP2000. Because of the
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SAP2000 Graphical User Interface, it takes a long time to do the analysis and design.
Therefore, using another program that can be run without the graphical user interface
might save a lot of time. The other area of improvement comes in doing nonlinear
analysis. There is other nonlinear analysis software, such as Zeus-NL, that might be
efficient more than SAP2000 in doing the nonlinear analysis. The last thing that can be
developed in future research is the optimization code. Visual Basic 2005 is a very
straightforward but it might not be the perfect compatible program to use with SAP2000.
Therefore, using another program such as FORTRAN might be a very good idea to
shorten the time required for the optimization.
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APPENDIX A
The VB2005 code for the Two –Bay Three-Story Frame.
Public Sub evaluate()
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

ret As Long
k As Long
LoadCase() As String
StepType() As String
StepNum() As Double
FrameName() As String
Ratio() As Double
Location() As Double
ComboName() As String
ErrorSummary() As String
WarningSummary() As String
NumberResults As Long
I As Long
PMM As Object
Fx() As Double
Fy() As Double
Fz() As Double
MMx() As Double
MMy() As Double
MMz() As Double
gx As Double
gy As Double
gz As Double
Obj() As String
Elm() As String
U1() As Double
U2() As Double
U3() As Double
R1() As Double
R2() As Double
R3() As Double
innerdrift() As Double
disp() As Double

Dim printxt As String
Dim iDrift As Integer
FrameName = Nothing
Ratio = Nothing
PMM = Nothing
Location = Nothing
ComboName = Nothing
ErrorSummary = Nothing
WarningSummary = Nothing
Obj = Nothing
Elm = Nothing
LoadCase = Nothing
StepType = Nothing
StepNum = Nothing
U1 = Nothing
U2 = Nothing
U3 = Nothing
R1 = Nothing
R2 = Nothing
R3 = Nothing
Fx = Nothing
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Fy = Nothing
Fz = Nothing
MMx = Nothing
MMy = Nothing
MMz = Nothing
'unlock model
ret = SapModel.SetModelIsLocked(False)
'set frame section property
ret = SapModel.FrameObj.SetSection("beams", beam_sections(ant_value(nstep,
1)))
ret = SapModel.FrameObj.SetSection("columns", column_sections(ant_value(nstep,
2)))
'run analysis
ret = SapModel.Analyze.RunAnalysis
'start steel design
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.StartDesign
penalty(nstep) = 0.0
printxt = Nothing
For I = 1 To 15
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.GetSummaryResults(Str(I), 1, FrameName, Ratio,
PMM, Location, ComboName, ErrorSummary, WarningSummary)
printxt = printxt & "Member: " & I & "
Ratio: " & Ratio(0) & vbCrLf
If PMM(0) = 0.0 Then
penalty(nstep) = penalty(nstep) + 1.0
End If
If Ratio(0) > 1.0 Then
penalty(nstep) = penalty(nstep) + (Ratio(0) - 1.0)
End If
Next I
'================================================================================
==
'get weight
ReDim Fz(2)
'deselect all cases and combos
ret = SapModel.Results.Setup.DeselectAllCasesAndCombosForOutput
'set combo selected for output
ret = SapModel.Results.Setup.SetComboSelectedForOutput("weight")
ret = SapModel.Results.BaseReact(NumberResults, LoadCase, StepType, StepNum,
Fx, Fy, Fz, MMx, MMy, MMz, gx, gy, gz)
' weight = Fz(0)
weight = Fz(0)
penalty(nstep) = 1.0 + penalty(nstep)
fitness(nstep) = weight
pfitness(nstep) = fitness(nstep) * penalty(nstep)
Me.Refresh()
TextBox2.Text ="Frame
"Beam

: " & nstep & vbCrLf & _
: " & ant_value(nstep, 1) & " " &
beam_sections(ant_value(nstep,1)) & vbCrLf & _
"Column : " & ant_value(nstep, 2) & " " &
column_sections(ant_value(nstep, 2)) & vbCrLf & _

End Sub
End Class
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APPENDIX B
The VB2005 Code for the One-Bay Ten-Story Frame.
Public Sub evaluate()
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

ret As Long
k As Long
LoadCase() As String
StepType() As String
StepNum() As Double
FrameName() As String
Ratio() As Double
Location() As Double
ComboName() As String
ErrorSummary() As String
WarningSummary() As String
NumberResults As Long
I As Long
PMM As Object
Fx() As Double
Fy() As Double
Fz() As Double
MMx() As Double
MMy() As Double
MMz() As Double
gx As Double
gy As Double
gz As Double
Obj() As String
Elm() As String
U1() As Double
U2() As Double
U3() As Double
R1() As Double
R2() As Double
R3() As Double
innerdrift() As Double
disp() As Double

Dim printxt As String
Dim iDrift As Integer
FrameName = Nothing
Ratio = Nothing
PMM = Nothing
Location = Nothing
ComboName = Nothing
ErrorSummary = Nothing
WarningSummary = Nothing
Obj = Nothing
Elm = Nothing
LoadCase = Nothing
StepType = Nothing
StepNum = Nothing
U1 = Nothing
U2 = Nothing
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U3
R1
R2 =
R3 =
Fx =
Fy =
Fz =
MMx
MMy
MMz

= Nothing
= Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
= Nothing
= Nothing
= Nothing

printxt = Nothing
Dim beam_group As String
Dim column_group As String
'unlock model
ret = SapModel.SetModelIsLocked(False)
For I = 1 To number_of_beams
beam_group = "beam" & I
ret = SapModel.FrameObj.SetSection(beam_group, beam_sections(ant_value(nstep,
I)))
Next
For I = number_of_beams + 1 To n_dim
column_group = "column" & I
ret = SapModel.FrameObj.SetSection(column_group,
column_sections(ant_value(nstep, I)), SAP2000v15.eItemType.Group)
Next I
printxt = "Frame : " & nstep & vbCrLf
For I = 1 To number_of_beams
printxt = printxt & vbCrLf & "Beam
: " & ant_value(nstep, I) & "
beam_sections(ant_value(nstep, I))
Next I
For I = number_of_beams + 1 To n_dim
printxt = printxt & vbCrLf & "Column : " & ant_value(nstep, I) & "
column_sections(ant_value(nstep, I))
Next I

" &

" &

'run analysis
ret = SapModel.Analyze.RunAnalysis
'start steel design
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.StartDesign
penalty(nstep) = 0.0
For I = 1 To Number_of_frames
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.GetSummaryResults(Str(I), 1, FrameName, Ratio,
PMM, Location, ComboName, ErrorSummary, WarningSummary)
If Ratio(0) > 1.0 Then
penalty(nstep) = penalty(nstep) + (Ratio(0) - 1.0)
End If
If PMM(0) = 0.0 Then
penalty(nstep) = penalty(nstep) + 1.0
End If
Next I
'==============================================================================
====
'get point displacements
iDrift = 1
If (iDrift = 1) Then
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ReDim disp(4)
ReDim U1(3)
Dim max_disp As Double
max_disp = 0.35
ret = SapModel.Results.Setup.SetComboSelectedForOutput("COMB1")
For k = 1 To 1
ret = SapModel.Results.JointDispl(Str(22), 0, NumberResults, Obj, Elm,
LoadCase,
StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3)
disp(k) = U1(0)
If (System.Math.Abs(disp(k)) > max_disp) Then
penalty(nstep) = penalty(nstep) + ((System.Math.Abs(disp(k)) / max_disp)
- 1.0)
End If
printxt = printxt & vbCrLf & vbCrLf & "Displacement: " & disp(k) & vbCrLf
Next k
End If
'=================================================================
'get weight
ReDim Fz(2)
'deselect all cases and combos
ret = SapModel.Results.Setup.DeselectAllCasesAndCombosForOutput
'set combo selected for output
ret = SapModel.Results.Setup.SetComboSelectedForOutput("weight")
ret = SapModel.Results.BaseReact(NumberResults, LoadCase, StepType,
StepNum,Fx,Fy, Fz, MMx, MMy, MMz, gx, gy, gz)
' weight = Fz(0)
weight = Fz(0)
penalty(nstep) = 1.0 + penalty(nstep)
fitness(nstep) = weight
pfitness(nstep) = fitness(nstep) * penalty(nstep)
Me.Refresh()
printxt = printxt & vbCrLf & String.Format("Weight : {0}", weight) & vbCrLf
printxt = printxt & String.Format("Penalty: {0}", penalty(nstep)) & vbCrLf &
vbCrLf
TextBox2.Text = printxt
TextBox2.Refresh()
End Sub

End Class
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APPENDIX C
The VB2005 Code for Three-Bay Twenty Four-Story Frame
Public Sub evaluate()
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

ret As Long
k As Long
LoadCase() As String
StepType() As String
StepNum() As Double
FrameName() As String
Ratio() As Double
Location() As Double
ComboName() As String
ErrorSummary() As String
WarningSummary() As String
NumberResults As Long
I As Long
PMM As Object
Fx() As Double
Fy() As Double
Fz() As Double
MMx() As Double
MMy() As Double
MMz() As Double
gx As Double
gy As Double
gz As Double
Obj() As String
Elm() As String
U1() As Double
U2() As Double
U3() As Double
R1() As Double
R2() As Double
R3() As Double
interdrift() As Double
disp() As Double
driftPenalty As Double

Dim printxt, printxt1 As String
Dim iDrift As Integer
FrameName = Nothing
Ratio = Nothing
PMM = Nothing
Location = Nothing
ComboName = Nothing
ErrorSummary = Nothing
WarningSummary = Nothing
Obj = Nothing
Elm = Nothing
LoadCase = Nothing
StepType = Nothing
StepNum = Nothing
U1 = Nothing
U2 = Nothing
U3 = Nothing
R1 = Nothing
R2 = Nothing
R3 = Nothing
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Fx = Nothing
Fy = Nothing
Fz = Nothing
MMx = Nothing
MMy = Nothing
MMz = Nothing
printxt = Nothing
printxt1 = Nothing
Dim beam_group As String
Dim column_group As String
'unlock model
ret = SapModel.SetModelIsLocked(False)
For I = 1 To number_of_beams
beam_group = "beam" & I
ret = SapModel.FrameObj.SetSection(beam_group,
beam_sections(ant_value(nstep,I)),SAP2000v15.eItemType.Group)
Next I
For I = number_of_beams + 1 To n_dim
column_group = "column" & I
ret = SapModel.FrameObj.SetSection(column_group,
column_sections(ant_value(nstep,I)), SAP2000v15.eItemType.Group)
Next I
printxt = "Frame : " & nstep & vbCrLf
For I = 1 To number_of_beams
printxt = printxt & vbCrLf & "Beam
: " & ant_value(nstep, I) & "
beam_sections(ant_value(nstep, I))
Next I
For I = number_of_beams + 1 To n_dim
printxt = printxt & vbCrLf & "Column : " & ant_value(nstep, I) & "
column_sections(ant_value(nstep, I))
Next I

" &

" &

'run analysis
ret = SapModel.Analyze.RunAnalysis
'start steel design
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.StartDesign
penalty(nstep) = 0.0
For I = 1 To Number_of_frames
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.GetSummaryResults(Str(I), 1, FrameName, Ratio,
PMM, Location, ComboName, ErrorSummary, WarningSummary)
If Ratio(0) > 1.0 Then
penalty(nstep) = penalty(nstep) + (Ratio(0) - 1.0)
End If
If PMM(0) = 0.0 Then
penalty(nstep) = penalty(nstep) + 1.0
End If
Next I
'==============================================================================
====
'get point displacements
iDrift = 1
If (iDrift = 1) Then
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ReDim disp(30)
ReDim U1(3)
ReDim interdrift(30)
Dim max_interdrift As Double
max_interdrift = 0.04
driftPenalty = 0.0
ret = SapModel.Results.Setup.SetComboSelectedForOutput("COMB1")
For k = 2 To 25
ret = SapModel.Results.JointDispl(Str(k), 0, NumberResults, Obj, Elm,
LoadCase, StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3)
disp(k) = U1(0)
interdrift(k) = disp(k) - disp(k - 1)
If (System.Math.Abs(interdrift(k)) > max_interdrift) Then
driftPenalty =
driftPenalty+((System.Math.Abs(interdrift(k))/max_interdrift)1.0)
End If
printxt1 = printxt1 & "interstory drift: " & k - 1 & "
vbCrLf
Next k

" & interdrift(k) &

printxt1 = printxt1 & vbCrLf & "drift penalty: " & driftPenalty
penalty(nstep) = penalty(nstep) + driftPenalty
End If
'=================================================================
'get weight
ReDim Fz(2)
'deselect all cases and combos
ret = SapModel.Results.Setup.DeselectAllCasesAndCombosForOutput
'set combo selected for output
ret = SapModel.Results.Setup.SetComboSelectedForOutput("weight")
ret = SapModel.Results.BaseReact(NumberResults, LoadCase, StepType,
StepNum, Fx, Fy, Fz, MMx, MMy, MMz, gx, gy, gz)
'weight = Fz(0)
weight = Fz(0)
penalty(nstep) = 1.0 + penalty(nstep)
fitness(nstep) = weight
pfitness(nstep) = fitness(nstep) * penalty(nstep)
Me.Refresh()
printxt = printxt & vbCrLf & vbCrLf & String.Format("Weight : {0}",weight)
& vbCrLf
printxt = printxt & String.Format("Penalty: {0}", penalty(nstep)) & vbCrLf
& vbCrLf
TextBox2.Text = printxt
TextBox2.Refresh()
TextBox3.Text = printxt1
TextBox3.Refresh()
End Sub
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End Class

APPENDIX D
The VB2005 Code for The Three Dimensional Progressive Collapse Frame
Public Sub evaluate()
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

ret As Long
LoadCase() As String
StepType() As String
StepNum() As Double
FrameName() As String
Ratio() As Double
Location() As Double
ComboName() As String
ErrorSummary() As String
WarningSummary() As String
NumberResults As Long
I As Long
PMM As Object
Fx() As Double
Fy() As Double
Fz() As Double
MMx() As Double
MMy() As Double
MMz() As Double
gx As Double
gy As Double
gz As Double
Obj() As String
Elm() As String
U1() As Double
U2() As Double
U3() As Double
R1() As Double
R2() As Double
R3() As Double

Dim printxt As String
FrameName = Nothing
Ratio = Nothing
PMM = Nothing
Location = Nothing
ComboName = Nothing
ErrorSummary = Nothing
WarningSummary = Nothing
Obj = Nothing
Elm = Nothing
LoadCase = Nothing
StepType = Nothing
StepNum = Nothing
U1 = Nothing
U2 = Nothing
U3 = Nothing
R1 = Nothing
R2 = Nothing
R3 = Nothing
Fx = Nothing
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Fy = Nothing
Fz = Nothing
MMx = Nothing
MMy = Nothing
MMz = Nothing
Dim newfile As String
Dim number_of_frames As Long
number_of_frames = SapModel.FrameObj.Count
newfile = (gAppDir & "\3d frame\3dmodel.sdb")
ret = SapModel.File.OpenFile(newfile)
'unlock model
ret = SapModel.SetModelIsLocked(False)
'set frame section property
ret = SapModel.FrameObj.SetSection("beams",
beam_sections(ant_value(nstep, 1))
ret =
SapModel.FrameObj.SetSection("columns",column_sections(ant_value(nstep, 2))
'run analysis
ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("nofactor1", True)
ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("nofactor2", True)
ret = SapModel.Analyze.RunAnalysis
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.SetComboStrength("no-amp1", True)
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.SetComboStrength("no-amp2", True)
'start steel design
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.StartDesign
penalty(nstep) = 0.0
printxt = Nothing
For I = 1 To number_of_frames
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.GetSummaryResults(Str(I), 1, FrameName, Ratio,
PMM, Location, ComboName, ErrorSummary, WarningSummary)
If PMM(0) = 0.0 Then
penalty(nstep) = penalty(nstep) + 1.0
End If
If Ratio(0) > 1.0 Then
penalty(nstep) = penalty(nstep) + (Ratio(0) - 1.0)
End If
Next I
'get weight
ReDim Fz(2)
'deselect all cases and combos
ret = SapModel.Results.Setup.DeselectAllCasesAndCombosForOutput
'set combo selected for output
ret = SapModel.Results.Setup.SetComboSelectedForOutput("weight")
ret = SapModel.Results.BaseReact(NumberResults, LoadCase, StepType,
StepNum, Fx, Fy,
Fz, MMx, MMy, MMz, gx, gy, gz)
' weight = Fz(0)
weight = Fz(0)
'===========================================================================
=========
‘check for the first scenario
'unlock model
ret = SapModel.SetModelIsLocked(False)
' delete object
ret = SapModel.FrameObj.SetSection("1", "zero")
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ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("nofactor1", False)
ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("nofactor2", False)
ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("CASE1-1", True)
ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("CASE1-2", True)
ret = SapModel.Analyze.RunAnalysis
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.SetComboStrength("no-amp2", False)
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.SetComboStrength("no-amp1", False)
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.SetComboStrength("COMB1-1", True)
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.SetComboStrength("COMB1-2", True)
'start steel design
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.StartDesign
For I = 2 To number_of_frames
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.GetSummaryResults(Str(I), 1, FrameName, Ratio,
PMM, Location, ComboName, ErrorSummary, WarningSummary)
If PMM(0) = 0.0 Then
penalty(nstep) = penalty(nstep) + 1.0
End If
If Ratio(0) > 1.0 Then
penalty(nstep) = penalty(nstep) + (Ratio(0) - 1.0)
End If
Next I
'unlock model
ret = SapModel.SetModelIsLocked(False)
ret = SapModel.FrameObj.SetSection("1", column_sections(ant_value(nstep,
2)))

'==============================================================================
===== ' check for the second scenario
'unlock model
ret = SapModel.SetModelIsLocked(False)
' delete object
ret = SapModel.FrameObj.SetSection("4", "zero")
ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("CASE1-1", False)
ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("CASE1-2", False)
ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("nofactor1", False)
ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("nofactor2", False)
ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("CASE2-1", True)
ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("CASE2-2", True)
ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("CASE2-3", True)
ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("CASE2-4", True)
'run analysis
ret = SapModel.Analyze.RunAnalysis
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.SetComboStrength("COMB1-2", False)
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.SetComboStrength("COMB1-1", False)
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.SetComboStrength("COMB2-1", True)
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.SetComboStrength("COMB2-2", True)
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.SetComboStrength("COMB2-3", True)
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.SetComboStrength("COMB2-4", True)
'start steel design
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.StartDesign
For I = 1 To number_of_frames
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.GetSummaryResults(Str(I), 1, FrameName, Ratio,
PMM, Location, ComboName, ErrorSummary, WarningSummary)
If PMM(0) = 0.0 Then
penalty(nstep) = penalty(nstep) + 1.0
End If
If Ratio(0) > 1.0 Then
penalty(nstep) = penalty(nstep) + (Ratio(0) - 1.0)
End If
Next I
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'unlock model
ret = SapModel.SetModelIsLocked(False)
ret = SapModel.FrameObj.SetSection("4", column_sections(ant_value(nstep,
2)))
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.SetComboStrength("COMB2-1", False)
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.SetComboStrength("COMB2-2", False)
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.SetComboStrength("COMB2-3", False)
ret = SapModel.DesignSteel.SetComboStrength("COMB2-4", False)
ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("CASE2-1", False)
ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("CASE2-2", False)
ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("CASE2-3", False)
ret = SapModel.Analyze.SetRunCaseFlag("CASE2-4", False)
===============================================================================
===
penalty(nstep) = 1.0 + penalty(nstep)
fitness(nstep) = weight
pfitness(nstep) = fitness(nstep) * penalty(nstep)
'======================================================================
Me.Refresh()
TextBox2.Text = "Frame: "& nstep & vbCrLf & _
"Beam
: " & ant_value(nstep, 1) &
beam_sections(ant_value(nstep,1)) & vbCrLf & _
"Column : " & ant_value(nstep, 2) & " " &
column_sections(ant_value(nstep, 2)) & vbCrLf & _
String.Format("Weight : {0}", weight) & vbCrLf & _
String.Format("Penalty: {0}", penalty(nstep)) & vbCrLf &
vbCrLf &
TextBox2.Refresh()
End Sub
Private Sub Text1_TextChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As
System.EventArgs) Handles Text1.TextChanged
End Sub
End Class
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